Editorial

Richard James Allen
Vitamin D controls calcium and phosphates in the body, maintains healthy
bones and muscles, and has been shown to
play an important role in the regulation of
the innate immune system. Vitamin D is
found in some foods, but the main source
for most people comes from sunlight.
Over recent years, there has been much
debate as to the benefit of vitamin D
supplementation and the UK’s National
Health Service now advises everyone to
consider vitamin D supplementation
during winter months.1
A recent systematic review2 of 25
randomised controlled trials (collectively
containing over 11 000 individuals) found
that vitamin D supplementation showed an
association with reduced acute-respiratory
tract infections, particularly in those with
baseline circulating 25-hydroxyvitamin D
levels less than 25 nmol/L. These results
are supported by observational studies
that suggest low vitamin D levels are
associated with an increased risk of respiratory tract infections.3 4 Pneumonia (a
common lower respiratory tract infection)
may be caused by bacterial, viral or fungal
infections, and the discussion around the
benefit of vitamin D supplementation to
reduce the risk of viral pneumonias has
intensified this year due to the coronavirus
pandemic.5 6
However, observational studies only
allow us to study associations and do
not test for causation, as there may
be confounding factors. For example,
smoking may lead to lower vitamin D
levels and also to a higher risk of pneumonias, which could lead to a spurious
association between vitamin D levels and
pneumonia risk. Randomised controlled
trials give us a better indication for
whether an intervention (eg, vitamin D
supplementation) is casual. However, we
cannot determine whether naturally low
vitamin D levels increase risk of pneumonias through randomised controlled
trials as these vitamin D levels are not
determined by study investigators. Therefore, alternative approaches to test for
causation are required.
Mendelian randomisation (MR) aims to
investigate whether an exposure (eg, low
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vitamin D levels) causes an outcome (eg,
bacterial pneumonias) by using genetic
variants as instrumental variables. MR
can be thought of as a naturally occurring
randomised trial.7 At birth, individuals are
randomly assigned genetic variants that
affect an individual’s exposure levels. We
can then test for differences in the outcome
between individuals randomly assigned to
each of the genetic variants. Using genetics
has two key advantages over traditional
epidemiological approaches; first, genetic
variants are fixed, meaning there is no
reverse causation; and second, very few
factors affect an individual’s genome,
meaning the risk of confounding is also
reduced. The choice of genetic variants to
use as instrumental variables is important
and they must meet three assumptions
(figure 1): (1) the variants are associated
with the exposure, (2) the variants are
not associated with known or unknown
confounders, and (3) the variants are only
associated with the outcome through the
exposure. It can be difficult to test these
assumptions, and if they are broken, then
an MR analysis may provide biased results.
Lower respiratory infections are the
fourth main cause of death globally,8 so
understanding which risk factors cause
pneumonias, particularly factors that are
easily modifiable, is a key question in
medical research. In this issue of Thorax,
Çolak and colleagues9 present an MR
study to determine whether low vitamin
D levels lead to increased risk of bacterial
pneumonias. The main strength of the

paper by Çolak and colleagues is the study
population used. They were able to study
up to 116 000 individuals with considerable follow-up time (up to 38 years) by
using two Danish population cohorts. By
defining cases as individuals with at least
one recorded acute emergency department or hospital visit due to a bacterial
pneumonia (defined using the ICD-8
codes 481xx–486xx and ICD-10 codes
A481, J13–J16, J170 and J18), they were
able to identify just under 14 000 bacterial
pneumonias. One possible limitation of
this study population is that only an ethnically homogeneous white Danish population was included, meaning care should
be taken when interpreting the results
of this study outside of this population.
Furthermore, only bacterial pneumonias
were investigated, so the results of this
study may not be generalisable to other
forms of pneumonia or respiratory tract
infections. Seven genetic variants around
the CYP2R1, DHCR7, GEMIN2 and HAL
genes, previously shown to be associated
with vitamin D levels, were selected to be
used as instrumental variables for the MR
analysis.
Both observational and MR analyses
showed those individuals with lower
hydroxyvitamin D levels were at a
25-
higher risk of bacterial pneumonias, which
appears to be especially true when looking
at older individuals in the observational
data.
The authors note that they cannot rule
out the assumptions of the MR analysis
being broken (particularly for the genetic
variants near CYP2R1 and assumption
three in figure 1), meaning the results
should be interpreted with caution.
None of the genetic instruments showed
an association with known confounders
(age, sex, body mass index, smoking,

Figure 1 Mendelian randomisation analysis of vitamin D and bacterial pneumonias. This
figure shows the three main assumptions of a Mendelian randomisation analysis: assumption 1,
the genetic instrumental variables are associated with the exposure; assumption 2, the genetic
instrumental variables are not associated with any known or unknown confounders; assumption
3, the genetic instrumental variables are only associated with the outcome by acting through the
exposure of interest. BMI, body mass index.
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alcohol consumption, estimated glomerular filtration rate and chronic diseases).
Although this means there is no evidence
that assumption 2 (ie, that the variants are
not associated with confounders) has been
broken, it is not possible to be completely
sure that the variants do not act through
unknown confounders. Sensitivity analyses using MR Egger and weighted median
estimators (both of which allow for
some of the MR assumptions to be loosened) did show generally similar results
suggesting that there are some robustness
to the results. The paper crucially also uses
control diseases to show that the analysis
is not generating spurious associations.
Therefore, although the results do not
provide conclusive evidence of causality,
this paper does add to the debate and
supports previous studies that suggest
vitamin D may play a role in bacterial
pneumonia risk.

